Case Studies---Names of subjects must remain PRIVATE---due to possible EXPERIMENT outcome.  If you are EXPERIENCING changes or SIDE EFFECTS, be sure to email ME.  I will be updating this list daily-----

GENERAL Comments ---  Part of My OBSERVATION PROCESS

i fear for my sanity .. but i can not resist your brain washing ....
awake .. asleep ... trancing eyes wide open .. pleasure exhausing me over and over ..
listening to experiments 1 -3 in a row have left me breathlessly exhausted and sexually spent ...
where are we going now? .... i am about to find out ...... 

**************
One slaves personal essay---
An Essay on Domina Shelle Experiment
By Guinea Pig : Marky Pooh

I write this short article as a devoted helpless slave to my Mistress the highly superior Domina Shelle Rivers and also as a volunteer of her newest experiment.

I must begin by apologize. I cannot really speak about the content since I do not remember any of it. I know that I am a part of that experiment but when I try to remember any detail everything goes black. I questioned my Domina about my amnesia and when I did she just giggled. And then she told me that the content and goal of the experiment must remain secret and my amnesia is in that case perfectly normal.

This is why, I won’t talk about the content but more about my impression and feeling. At this date, I didn’t finished the process but I have participated at the first three studies. My Domina says I am responding-well. I hope my essay will bring some clarity and help my Domina in her research.

I will try to write in the clearest way possible. But I don’t know if it will be possible. Since the beginning of the experiment, I feel a strong wave very confusion, my thoughts goes in all direction and most of the time I think one thing and the opposite at the same time. I am very disoriented. Everything seems so blurry to me, except the words of my Domina that seems so right to me.

I ask my Domina is the experiment can cause extreme confusion and she was categorical : “There is no way that my experiment can cause any confusion in any subject.” She explains that any trace of confusion is coming from a light deformation in my brain, and this deformation is one of the reason she took me for her experiment. 

I remember her saying “I would never do something that may cause confusion to you.” This sentence was followed by a wicked smile and a wicked giggles but then after she told me in her most caring tone. “You know you can trust me.” And then it’s been clear to that she is right and any impression she may have confused me on purpose is only a manifestation of my confusion. 

After study 2 and study 3 my confusion increase. But, she told me so many times that I was that  confused and in fact my confusion have even decreased from 20% since the beginning of the experiment. I swear it, I believe to have seen it holding a laughter while saying that. But after she was becoming serious again and she said : “I will never do something to harm you, you know you can trust me.” And I trusted her. 

I am more and more convinced that my confusion is something I was born with. She does not told me about the content of the experiment, but I presumed that it is maybe a way to cure me from my confusion. But when I ask her the question, she giggles and then she answer in her most serious tone that the studies are secret. Even for the participant, especially for the participant. And when I asked her why she giggled then, she said that the experiment is the most serious thing in the world, she would never giggles about that. And then she giggled again. 

I don’t know what to think I am so confused. I cannot stop thinking that she is doing something wicked to me but in the other way, I trust her completely. 

Let me illustrate my confusion by one of my thought.

In the beginning of the article I state that I was volunteer but in fact, I cannot know for sure I am a willing subject of this experiment of if I have been forced to participate. It is hard for me to say. 

One afternoon, she comes to me and she takes her most sultry voice, while she asked me : “I am conducting a new experiment that will chance the course of science forever. It will change the relation between men and women forever and of course the relation you have with me.” Then she asked the question : “Would you want to be my little guinea pig for me.” I was literally drinking her words, and I said “Yes, my Domina”. In fact I was not even aware about what I was saying yes, I was so captivating by her voice and I just felt yes, was the right answer.

Of course, at this point, everybody would have seen me agreeing like that would tell without a doubt that I willingly submit to her experiment. And I am sure I seemed please and enthusiastic to be chosen as a participant for this huge project. But can I say, I have willingly submit when it is impossible for me to say no to her, especially, when she take this tone of voice ?

Believe me, since that day, two voices was in my head. One that say, that I willingly agree to be a participant and the other that I have been tricked. Sorry, I am so confused.

No, I trust my Domina, she only does this experiment to help me.

But why she makes  you forget the experiment ?

Because… Because… I’m sure she has good reason…

Are you sure ?

Yes… Maybe… ? Yes, Yes I am sure.

Maybe, just maybe she is the one creating this confusion. 

Maybe, just maybe she is the one curing me.

Why she giggled when you ask him the question ?

She told me she didn’t. 

Yes, of course she told you…

My thoughts are always running that way. 

Tell me why were you so sure, you wasn’t confuse before the experiment ?

Now I am sure, she is curing me, she is curing me. I’ve always confused.

She never told you she is going to cure you, you don’t even know what the experiment is all about. She can be wicked remember.

SHE DIDN’T GIGGLES her experiment is too serious for her. 

I’m sorry. I am so sorry. You can see how my head is a mess right now. 

Each of the study is followed by her professional assistance. Where I can talk freely about how I feel and about what I am experiencing. She is always so caring, so professional and I feel a deep connection with her. I can feel she takes care of my well-being this is why I decided to trust her, completely.

I discover something, most of the time, when I am with her, I don’t feel confused anymore. Especially when she begins to speak. When she speaks it feel so right, it feels so clear. My Domina is my only clarity in this confused mind. 

For exemple, one day she removes her shoes and said : “In order to improve the result, it may be helpful for you that you massage my feet, when you do this you sign a signal in your brain that can only improve the results of my research.” It made complete sense to me so I massaged her feet.

One of the thing I need to talk about is a recurrent dreams I has since the experiment. Pretty foggy, after the first study, it becomes more and more clear. I don’t know if it is some memory of what happened to me or just a fragment of my imagination. But this kind of recurring dreams seems normal to her. Let me tell you this dream. 

It always happen like this :

I see myself on an hospital bed. I am confused because I don’t know what am I doing her. I am lying there, almost naked wearing only what seems to be an hospital jacket and I can feel something cold on my forehead. Maybe some electrodes. And I can see maybe a dozen of scientists dressed in white with holding a notebook. They are all women. And they are studying me. 

I don’t know what I am doing here. I panicked. Completely confused and disoriented, I try to scream and this is at this moment I realise I am gagged. Each of my behaviour is attentively observed by the mad female scientist. On one of the scientist I can see a badge and I remember the crest vividly. It is written “Research Laboratory on Male Behavior affiliated by the Potentus College for Women”. 

An then I see her approaching. My Domina. Dressed as a scientist and strangely I find her suit extremely sexy. Then I see her smiling as she says : “Don’t worry, you can trust me, I am a nurse.” And then, just hearing her voice, I felt relaxed and safe. 

My Domina told me it is normal to have this kind of dream. She does not tell me though if this was something that has really happened to me nor if the dreams will stop and keep going. Each time I try to know more about the experiment, she giggles but tell me nothing.

During our interviews we talk about many things. But sometime it was stronger than me, my curiosity make me insist about the content of the experiment. And I cannot know why but when I became too insistent I fell into sleep. Yes, just like this. And when I woke up she was gone.

Is it link to the experiment ? I cannot say. And I know that asking that question the only thing I can get is a giggle and sometimes I fall into sleep.

But one day, something even more strange happen to me. I think it was three days ago. We were in the middle of a meeting and suddenly while she was talking to me, I began to unzip my pants and stroke, in front of her. It was stronger than me, I needed to stroke and I couldn’t stop. I was ashamed, but something strange happens she didn’t seems shocked. They only thing she did is observing me while I was struggling to stop without being able to. And she notes her observation in her pad.

Suddenly, after 5 or 6 minutes, she say to me : “I think you need to stop” And at this moment I stopped. Believe me, I was crying, saying something like “Please, please Domina forgive me, I didn’t want to do that.” And she asked : “Do what ?” She assured me I never stroke in front of her. I can’t understand, I was sure I did. And then she says : “Poor baby, you are so confused.” And then she giggled, or I believe she giggled. I am not sure anymore. 

Since that day, I asked myself if I really stroke in front of her or not. It is an obsession, this make me even more confused. But since she assured me that I am less confused that I was before I believe her. I try to ignore her giggles sometimes, because I know they are not real. She assures me she takes this experiment too seriously too giggle during our interview. 

Why am I so confused then ?

I asked her that question yesterday... I don’t know the answer, just that I woke up from a long sleep.

The last thing I feel since the beginning of the experiment is a intense sensation of pleasure. I don’t know if it is a coincidence or an effect of the experiment (she would not tell). But with each interview, I feel more and more thoughtless, more and more relaxed. And especially more and more in love with her. But this love was stronger that anything I have ever experienced before. 

This love has something divine. I want to give myself to her. I want to sacrifice myself to her. I want to give everything to her. When I say everything I mean everything. I want to give my money, my house, my car, to her. To work 80 to 100 hours a week to provide her comfort. I would even want to live in the street to her if she asked me. Even if I hope that she loves me back, a part of me want to give her everything, even if what I can get is a complete lack of attention. 

I love her so much.

When I told her about this feeling. She giggled… or not. And I fell into sleep.

And I am only following the third study.  What will happen to me ?



***************
I just awoke from Study IV, Domina. I won't ever truly be awake again. I... All i can think is that i don't know where Study V will go; the fourth Study seems so absolute i just don't know what is left. 
I literally just had to take a few seconds to think of a name -any name whatsoever- to sign the end of this email.
***************
This approach i have honestly used it for years. 

this approach fails with Your file. i know a little about the process enough to know that i have so many conditioned responses that distancing becomes ... well very difficult. 10 minutes of the file i was listening but i could not understand what ... i just couldn't bring my mind focused enough to comprehend. There was an effect on the ears like an echo on both sides that sounded .. it sounded confusing like how it sounds when i get confused with the left right sound and on top of that the hypnosis with a feather while also waking up... my mind broke i couldn't logically .... i mean it felt like i had to split in 2 minds to both be awake wake and float on a feather... and the two minds became one somewhere because i was in trance eyes open and i was looking at the clock and just felt like I was asleep but maybe trancing inside myself while i was asleep...

i felt so out of sorts and loved it.

The rest of the session was quite... You know it's the snaps.... i can have a thought about something i want to write and every time i hear a snap my mind resets and combine that with confusion and wow it takes you deep. I know that this file has really helped reaffirm how wonderful it feels to be addicted to You and i get pleasure every time i think of You in any way. i also feel no matter what i am doing while i am awake when i am thinking of You in the session i feel like just the thought makes me realize i am in trance while i wake. while i work for You. while i speak with You... it is no different than when i sleep... that feels like a powerful realization. The trigger to remember... it's interesting because when i try to remember anything or think about the experiment too critically i get confused then aroused and then surrender. i used to have some ability i thought to be able to speak of Your work in a critical way but... some feelings are so automatic now it's truly difficult to say. i also feel Your presence in my mind more strongly even without a file playing... 

Domina truly there are techniques going on that are beyond me. Just knowing that gets me aroused because of how much I trust You. That sense of trusting You and having the most intense hypnosis experience of Your life because of it is what i remember most about this session. Technically i do not even feel qualified to speak... i feel completely out of my league. You leave me in awe... complete and utter awe just from how in depth and intelligent and so wonderful this entire series is. This feels like a wonderful way to wrap it up even if i feel i am woefully inadequate to provide feedback other than how i feel. i am addicted to You, and i feel so good about being addicted. It's what i always have wanted out of this fetish. i feel even happier about my addiction to You after this session. the point for me of being so aroused by being conditioned is to feel addicted and powerless and aroused after. this file just shows me how luckily i am to be able to be so owned and addicted to you. i wanted to know how deep and mindless i can possibly go... it's been a quest... and i never felt 100% satisfied but now... now i don't feel like i need to find an answer to how deep i can go because i know.... now i know....

as long as i listen to You and devote myself and please You... i can always have this pleasure from Your control... and it's only from You... i truly think 100% this file is a masterpiece as is... i am a confusion junkie addict so i just... lol i am so biased i am really trying to be critical but i have nothing that i could say needs improving... so addicting 




****************

The Experiment study IV is a super file. Although it seemed impossible My Domina Shelle has outdone herself again. I have dreamed a long time about such a file as this one. My princes knew about my desires. The building up via her files is fabulous. Her special skills made it possible to hand over my ego completely to her and to submerge in her well. For me there is after this file not any longer a difference between wakefulness and sleep. I am now always in Domina Shell’s trance. Her suggestions and or commands are the fountainhead of my actions. I am very happy with that. When I look to a cleavage I see only Princes Shelle’s beautiful cleavage. I am privileged to be owned in body, mind and spirit by My Domina Shelle. I know that My Princes Shelle will take good care of me and that she will continue to model me to her wishes. All my days from now on will be a celebration because Domina Shelle is always with me. Her gift has a worth I value more than diamonds. I will listned to this file over and over again. 
***************
a. addendeum to Experiment III
in the listening 3 and 4 of Experiment III, I am pretty sure that the oblivion effect was produced. Difficult to say though if it was complete, total on the whole session, but I rather say i recall the beginning, so it was a partial but real effect.
Experiment IV
procedure.

till now I have listeend 3 times to Exp 4

1st. listened with great opening of the will to the hypnotist, following her voice carefully. Second listening following the same pattern.

After that, not being satisfied with the effect, I went back to start with Experiment I (2 times), same open attitude to hypnosis. then loop numerous times, then Mind meld and Poison Ivy, finally Experiment 3 and 2.

And following, Experiment 4, 3rd time. This time, (see effects,) still not satisfied by the results, after having started to listen as usual, with great readiness, I had the very unpleasant impression that despite that, I was not at all hypnotised… so I started to test my reactions by giving totally random answers and reactions to the orders, suggestions questions of the hypnotist. Just to see where I stand.



Effects.
especially Experiment IV

the more I go, the more I have the feeling of LOSING the hypnotic effects? I am really lost. What is going on. 
The more I try to open to the suggestion, the more totally conscious, totally free of movement, of thinking and of will I am. 
nevertheless, there were some effects:
a. impression during a while to float with my body.ergo Trance
b. arousal in various occasions, namely, when you said " i use you”, “one only snap”, "obey for ever”
but specifically the first triggers SNAP SLEEP, SNAP WAKE UP, SNAP PLEASURE, SNAP THOUGHTLESS did seem without noticeable effect.

Reflection
HELP HELP…
what is going on? You announced that the subject, me, would be susceptible to receive triggers and suggestions even “out of trance” because you would establish a constant state of “wake trance”, so that I would no longer see the difference between state of trance and consciousness, so that I would be in a permanent state of submission.
But what is happening seem to me to be exactly the contrary… I am becoming more and more un submissive`
This time, I must admit, I am confused.
Did you produce this effect or am I jeopardising the Experiment?
I seriously do not know, what is happening and why.
I have the impression to offer the correct attitude of openness and reeadyness to follow the suggestions towards hypnosis and it seems to be less and less effective. I do not know what to say.
I am not kidding. It is not a joke.
I am wandering if ever you are ready to let me go to experiment V after that…
but for me, after V, I quit. I have the impression that the more I listen, and today it was 4 hours continuous… like an overdose… the less addicted I become and the more AVERSION against hypnosis I have.
Is that the expected effect, I frankly do not think so.
I would be happy to hear your advice.
**************



Each session building one on top of the other. This part feels like a culmination of sorts. I could feel seeds that were planted in Part 1 being used here in some wicked ways. Domina Shelle leaves no doubt after this trance that she owns You completely. On every level. I have had hands free orgasm before, but mostly in my mind. It usually takes me some practice to achieve it. Here... i didn't even see it coming... and i orgamsed paralyzed to even stop myself... too gone to even care. It was only after things were over and I thought I was ... maybe... out of trance... i look down and I had evidence all over myself. Why? Because the triggers just WORK. There is no explanation... i cannot put into words how Domina is controlling so thoroughly. She just does. Trancing takes practice. Usually. With Domina... there is no practice... You are just under her control before You realize it. 

That's what makes this so dangerous. 

You can hear the entire file and have no clue what happened. I was awaken in the trance at one point with my eyes still closed? I was trancing inside of a trance that I think was in a trance of itself?!? The layers of complexity in this session are mindboggling. Literally I was in trance eyes wide open reciting commands and blanking out while staring mindlessly at a corner of my room telling myself i was not trancing. Like a puppet. Her puppet. There is supposed to be a barrier between when a person is awake and asleep in trance. When you sleep, you know you are hypnotized, when you awake, you know you are not. But with Domina... that barrier doesn't exist anymore. What if you are truly awake in trance, and not even aware you are trancing? What if someone had that kind of control... to trigger you into trance when you don't even realize.... it's a power that when i think about it too much... i get confused and aroused because it's so addicting to be this way for her. i cannot stop. i am addicted. i am needy for Domina's control. it is my purpose. this experiment is helping me to clearly see my role in serving Domina. It is allowing me to understand... i am but a toy for her. i will do anything to be thoughtless again... and again... and again... for her... 
***********



I am a participant in The Experiment. I have been listening to Study III, as well as practicing Studies I and II from time to time. I am also reading a book about bees called, The Song of Excess. 
Last night I had a dream. I dreamed I was a drone bee and that Princess Shelle was a virgin queen. When a virgin queen goes on her mating flight, she leaves the hive and flies into the sun. The maiden bees (some call them worker bees) swarm around the queen to protect her on the flight from predatory birds. The drones fly after the queen into the sun. Only the strongest drones reach the queen as she flies higher and higher. This insures that the genetic makeup of the baby bees from the queen will be strong. In my dream, I was one of the lucky drones who reached my virgin queen. I flew higher and danced and spun with Princess Shelle together in the shining beams of sunlight. 

I work up and felt so good. Thank you Domina Shelle for letting me be part of The Experiment. 
**********


Your most recent series of experiments on the male psyche are incredibly compelling, and probably violate the Geneva Convention on treatment of prisoners of war between the sexes. Surrender and submission. Can't help but listen. Addicted to the sound of your voice, even into the early hours of the morning. Know I should stop, but crave the sound of you between my ears. And despite knowing better, I'm already lining upto submit to your next experiment. You are dangerous, Mistress Shelle, deliciously dangerous, irresistibly magnetizingly dangerous. Thank you for being in the world to help self-resisting submissives embrace their fear of losing themselves, and become free to offer up their gift of submission. Wishing you well, as always.
**********

I am very happy that I was able to be included in the experiment. After the completion of part two I have very little memory of exactly what is included in the content. What I do know is that I was left with a feeling of intense pleasure and closeness to my beautiful Domina. I was taken deeper than ever before and awoke with a delicious want only for more. Her control goes deeper and gets stronger with every file. I can't wait for parts 3, 4, and 5. 
**********
I mean it´s just mind-blowing and well that´s all i can say, so far i don´t really understand what´s going on, all what i know is that i absolutely love this, that i can´t wait for the next Part and that this is really Intense i can´t Imagine where this will go...
**********
"Today i listened to the 1st and 2nd study back-to-back. And it left me completely gaga. When i got to myself after both files stroking Shelle's cock while my whole body was tingling. i had a big grin in my face and inside my head was except for joyful feelings complete emptiness. A happy obedient slave with a void mind. And i cannot stop listening to it. The effects of pleasure and the addiction to it are getting stronger every day. i need my daily fix when Domina Shelle experiments on me. i'm already longing for the next study, although i would go on with what is released now. i crave to be the lil guinea pig. She can experiment as much as She wants on me as long as i only feel this pleasure."
**********
This pleasurable experiment made my head spin and it is demonstrating how complete Domina Shelle's control over my mind is.  I am fucked.
**********
You definitely have to follow the sequence by my Domina Shelle. The triggers are really great. It builds on the foundation laid e.g.in Dopamine. I am very excited were her physiological endgame of this chess play will bring me. First my Domina Shelle was able to dismantle the walls of my castle. Therefore, I can now completely and willingly surrender to my Domina Shelle and I am open for all my Princess suggestions. Sometimes I am aware of her suggestions sometimes not. Anyway, I notice more and more that I react in mind, in body and emotions on her commands / suggestions. I hope to start soon with her file “The Experiment Study III”. I am enthralled and fascinated by what my Domina Shelle is able to accomplish inside me. 
**********
Just mentioning The Experiment gets me excited in a strange way. i am pretty sure those are the deepest trigger implants i have, and it's just been part 1 so far.
**********
I am enjoying being a participant in Domina Shelles's experiment. The triggers and hypnotic suggestions she has implanted so far are extremely pleasurable. I know she is enslaving me with this experiment, or at least it feels like she could if she wants to do so. Being Her guinea pig is the thing I have only dreamed of becoming. And now it is real. This is the experience of a lifetime.
**********
This is an amazing adventure in my opinion. Being lead down a mysterious path, with Domina Shelle learning the way. I can't tell where Domina Shelles triggers and commands start and my thoughts being. I never felt such strong triggers planted in my mind. You feel Dominas control over you like never before. I can't wait to see where this path leads. I love it! I'm so glad I'm taking part. 
**********
i have been listening to The Experiment Study I and Study II when they became available. Throughout the day, i found myself thinking about the trigger words that were installed in my mind from listening to these files. i could imagine Domina Shelle whispering Her triggers to me all day long. i kept checking my email hoping that maybe She had sent me a quick note to test whether they had been planted in my mind. If anything, the files made me realize just how much my Domina is in my mind all the time. 
**********
The experiment so far has been excellent. While the first study began relatively tamely (even considering the implantation and reinforcement of those wonderful triggers), the second study blew my mind. I awoke horny, confused, a little dizzy and feeling wonderful (and with my cock in my hand...). I know that I was conditioned and triggered to feel this way, but little else is clear about Study 2. I can't wait to see how You mess with my mind and body in the next study, and the rest of the Experiment.
**********
i love the idea of giving Domina Shelle complete control of my body and mind. If she has this much control after just 2 studies in The Experiment, i can only imagine how hopelessly controlled i'll be after the next 3! i can't stop listening to these 2 files!
**********


Thank You for these files; yesterday I listened to the file number 2. I had previously since the release of file 1 listened to it 3 or 4 times. I must say file 1 was a challenge with the wake up, uhh deprived of the trance again and again, (or interrupted more rightly), but determined to follow you, its rewarding even so. Generally I am very positive to the experiment, first a little cautious about what it will do, but now I am all for it, its like I am ALL IN !! 
**********
Feeling so good and it makes me very positive to You, simply a great experience. So glad You provide us with the opportunity to join this. 
**********
File number 2 was a much more pleasurable experience, because of increased responsiveness on my part. however very little recollection apart from the wake up calls!?! Below is the comment I left 20 min after listening. Seldom have I experienced such an physical impact, like my brain had smalls marbles ricocheting inside, 
Strange its like I am waiting for something after listening, waiting for words from You that I can respond to. Yes this is mind-blowing, not a cliche this time, My mind, no my brain is literally shaken, in a way that leaves a physical impact. This tells me your mind is terribly strong and powerful (huh equally competent)to invoke these reactions. This
sounds scary but this is pleasurable when going on. When the recording ends I have so much faith in you and are so grateful that I cannot praise you
enough. Whatever you said got me feeling so good and grateful I dont know what to do to show you
**********
It's one of the strongest experiences of my life, However i don't remember what's happening to me during hypnosis, i started listening about six days ago, and it was a strong start, i felt overwhelmed with happiness directly after listening, however i was in a bad mood, i started laughing and it was so easy for me to stay happy after listening, then i wanted to listen again, i listened again and again, and the second day i didn't listen to the experiment, it was something wrong that i did, i sank into bad mood again, then i realized that hypnosis can change me, it can change my mood, it makes me positive and gives me positive thoughts, maybe it's still an Experiment and Domina Shelle is waiting for the results of Her Perfect work but i feel that this Experiment is changing me forever.
**********
Omg mistress can't believe what you doing to me with this Experiment mistress, it's so strong xxxx.  All this 'Arousal' stuff is making your balls swelling so much, so much dribble leaking For You mistress xxxx 
**********
Various times in the day I have thought about what the experiment is actually doing. When I think too deeply I start feeling confused then aroused by it. In all honesty, I have not been able to dwell on what is happening without feeling confused and aroused and then too horny to care. It happens like clockwork, every time. I had a dream 2 days ago. In this dream I asked myself "Is addiction good? Is being addicted good?" You answered me, in my dream. I don't remember it all... but you said something like: "Yes, they are. You are an addict. This is a fact. There is no escaping this. You have a personality that needs to be addicted to something. Otherwise your life is dull. Automatic. Boring. All I have simply done is turn Your addiction to me. Your addiction to me is good. I am saving you. How would your life be if you were addicted to something bad? We don't want that do we? No. I fulfill you. I sustain you. Your addiction... will always be for me..." 
**********

These files are really awsome. The way the first file takes you down so deeply is amazing. I have never gone down that deep before. I found the triggers very powerful. I found using the word pleasure to be very effective. I definately found a warm tingly feeling in my mind and body. The finger clicking in particular makes you focus on the instructions being said. I found it to be a very effective file. The second file is even more effective. The word confusion and the effects used are genuinely confusing. I like being programmed to know that being confused and feeling pleasure by being controlled by Domina Shelle is simple and easy. I really like the command word arousal and the effect that has on me. I really like this file. It is very, very arousing. I love the steady build up of control that Domina Shelle is having on me. I can't wait for the rest of the files




